
MARCH 31, 1987 NO. 841 TYPE REPEATER CASES 
(Card No. 1) 

No. 8418 Type: Consists of a No. 41-type feeder distribution cabinet equipped with one or more repeater shelves which are pre-wired to two stub cables. Pole and 

pedestal-mounted versions of the repeater case are available. The aerial cabinet has both bottom and top stub cable entry . The pole mounted cabinet is 24 

inches wide by 12 inches deep by 35 inches high and the pedestal mounted version is 24 inches wide by 12 inches deep by 48 inches high. 

Provides above-ground housing for up to 100 Tl, TlC or TlD protected repeaters and associated maintenance cirt'uits. 

Repeater slots are supplied in 25-unit increments using a molded plastic shelf. The unit, as supplied from the factory, consists of a cabinet, stubs , and one, two, 

three or four shelves. Shelves which are equipped with No. 710-type connectors, may be added in the field on an as-needed basis. Unequipped shelf-positions 

have their in and out wiring connected through the cabinet via No. 710-type connectors. 

Equipped also with an open door alarm . 
One order-wire circuit is supplied per repeater case, and one fault locate circuit is provided for repeater shelf. 

The repeater cases are coded as follows: 

841 B p 2 025 Tl 

Basic Cabinet P=Pedestal Mounting Design Number of repeater slots Repeater 

Design Size T=Aerial Mounting (top stub Issue initially supplied 

(Cabinet entry) I -Protector- 025 = 25 slots 

type) 2-Unprotected** 050 = 50 slots 

slot size 
Tl or 
TlC 

B= Aerial Mounting (bottom 075 = 75 slots 
stub entry) 100 = 100 slots 

• Equipped with High Voltage Surge Protection . 

** Equipped without High Voltage Surge Protection . 

Initial use: For cable having large numbers of T carrier trunks or SLC® Carrier Systems. 

Property of AT&T 

10 F 

Length of Type of Stub Cables 
Stub F=Filled cables 
Cables G= A.ir core cables with gas -
10/30 tight pressure plugs 

Printed In U.S.A. 


